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ABSTRACT

The present work is concerned with theoretical studies of atom image
contrast and of atom mo,:,ement, and also with an experimental method for
single atom specimen preparation and calibration in high resolution
electron microscopy.

Single atom image intensities are calculated for

the case of bright field, including the single side band aperture, and
for various dark ·fie1d modes, including the ideal beam stop, a wire beam
stop, titled illumination and a displaced aperture.

Comparisons of scat-

tering amplitudes and elastic scattering cross section are made with different object potentials and scattering formulations.

The image con-

trast for one mercury atom on a co1tmm of carbon atoms as the substrate
is also discussed.

The probability of atom movement as a result of

thermal motion and knock -on scattering has been estimated.

The effects

of atom binding energy and the specimen temperature on thermal motion,
and the effects of binding energy and incident electron energy on knock\.

on scattering are also discussed.

Finally, an experimental method is

presented for preparing a single atom specimen composed of a low density
of gold atoms « 3x10- 10 gm/an 2) between two ultra-thin carbon films,
which may be suitable for a definitive confirmation of single atom images.
The capability and accuracy of neutron activation analysis to calibrate
the density of the gold atoms in the specimen has also been demonstrated.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
(A)

Biological significance of single atom imaging
Imaging single atoms in a high resolution electron microscope was

anticipated at the early stage of its development (Schiff, 1942;
1947).

Cosslett,

This approach has generated nruch interest among the molecular bio-

physicists because of its potential applications in revealing atomic and
molecular information of biological macromolecules, which cannot be easily
attained by other physical and chemical methods.

For instance, the chemi-

cal approach to determining a nucleic acid sequence is to piece together
the composition of many fragments ofa nucleic acid molecule, which are
obtained by successive steps of degradation by the action of an appropriate combination of enzymes (Davidson, 1972).

Searches for the proper

digestive enzymes and for the unique solution of the combination of fragments have been the essential barrier in the progress of sequence determination.

Though recent progress has been made for some bacteriophage

RNA which is about 3500 nucleotides long (Mills, et ale 1973), it re-.
mains a formidable task to determine the sequence for most of the nuclei
acids.

However, if single atoms could be imaged in an electron micro-

scope, it would be possible that the nucleic acid sequence might be determined by mapping a series of electron micrographs taken with different
t.,.. ..

single heavy atoms which are firmly and uniquely attached to the
specific bases by chemical means (Koller, et al., 1971;
1974).

Beer, 1965,

Moreover, other applications can also be imagined in the area of

protein structure and function.

By combining the specific heavy atom

labeling and the negative staining techniques, one may obtain information

-2about the location of the substrate, the inhibitor or the co-factor of
enzyme molecules, and also the topological arrangements of subunits in a
protein complex (Valentine, 1968; Haschemeyer, 1970; Green, 1972).

In

some situations, the x-ray diffraction method has been employed to obtain
structural information about the macromolecules.

However, electron micro-

scopy is preferred because the specimen does not need to be in the form
of a crystal ~ which often is very difficult to obtain.
(B)

Present state of electron microscope performance
In order to make these techniques possible,one needs to be con-

cerned with the chemical labeling methods as well as the capability and
reliability of imaging the single heavy atoms in the electron microscope.
So far, very little progress has been made in solving the chemical aspects
of the problem.

On the other hand, much work has been carried out in im-

proving the instrumentation and the theories of high resolution electron
microscopy.

The advances in technologies have resulted in minimizing the

lens' spherical and chromatic aberration (Riecke, 1972), in increasing the
brightness and the coherence of the electron gun source (Crewe, 1971;
Munch and Zeitler, 1974; Harada et al., 1974), and in enhancing the mechanical and electrical stability of the electron microscope (Ruska, 1974).
A 1.44

Rlattice

image of g~ld film and a 2.5

Rpoint

resolution image of

evaporated carbon film can be obtained by the corrnnercially available electron microscopes (Harada et al., 1974).
(C)

Possibilities for contrast improvement
Besides the resolving power of the microscope, contrast is also an

important factor in determining the visibility of atoms and molecules in
an electron microscope.

Hashimoto and co-workers in Japan (1971, 1973,

-3-

1974) and Henkelman and Ottensmeyer in Canada (1971, 1973) have attempted
to use the tilted illumination dark field mode to obtain an image of
better contrast in.a fixed beam electron microscope.

Crewe and co-workers

in Chicago (1971, 1974) have developed a scanning transmission electron
microscope (STENO with a 3 ~ resolution.

A very unique feature of Crewe's

microscope is its capability of separating the elastic and inelastic scattered electrons to bring up the contrast of heavy atoms in a light atom
substrate.
In a theoretical approach to image contrast enhancement, Schiske
(1968) proposed a bright field image restoration technique that would
discriminate in favor of heavy atoms.

Frank (1972) developed a computer

program to implement and test Schiske's technique with a focal series of
images of uranyl-stained DNA on a thin carbon film.

In addition, Hoppe

(1961, 1971) has suggested admitting only the fourier components with the
same phase direction in the transfer function while intercepting those of
the opposite direction by using a Fresnel zone plate so that the bright
field image quality may be improved.

Such an experimental attempt has

been made by Thon (1971) on a thin carbon film specimen, but its effectiveness when applied to high resolution imaging of real objects is still to

.

be. demonstrated .

"

(D)

Claims of single atom images and shortcomings in the evidence
Several claims in the literature have been

ma~e

for the success in

imaging single atoms in a high resolution electron microscope.

Some of

these claims were made by Crewe (1970 a,b, 1974); Hashimoto (1971, 1974);
Henkelman and Ottensmeyer (1971, 1973); Formannek (1971); Baumeister and

-4-

and Halm, (1973); and Parsons (1973, 1974).

The jUstifications for atom

images have mostly been based on the agreement between the experimental
and theoretical contrast estimates and/or the agreement between the measured
and the assumed distances of the heavy atoms in an organo-metallic compound.
The criterion based upon the theoretical contrast may not be a strong
evidence because of the simple but mostly unrealistic assumptions of the
object potentials and of the scattering formula .... Secondly, since the
chemical properties and the drying behavior of most of the organo-metallic
molecules beirig investigated are very poorly defined, it is very difficult
to draw 'a definitive conclusion of the images being single atoms rather
than atom clusters.

Hence, much work in both theoretical contrast and

preparation of single atom specimens is still needed to provide a more
rigorous proof of the single atom images.
(E)

Present approaches to atom imaging
The present work is primarily concerned with the theoretical aspects

of image resolution and contrast, and of atom movement in a fixed beam
transmission electron microscopy.

Only fixed beam microscopy is con-

sidered, simply because of its popular availability for experimental studies
in a commercial high resolution electron microscope.

In addition, an

experimental attempt is made to prepare a gold atom specimen and to calibrate its atom density by use of neutron activation analysis.
The first part of this thesis investigates theoretically the image
contrast of a heavy atom in a substrate, which is assumed to be a column
of carbon atoms. Chapter II presents the mathematical formulation and the results of the atom image contrast in different modes of dark field and of bright
field fixed beam electron microscopy. Various scattering formulations will

..."
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also be compared for single atoms.

The third chapter deals with the

probability of atom displacement due to thermal motion and to the Coulomb
,t

interaction between the atom and the incident electrons.

The effects of

the binding energy between the atom and the substrate, and of the incident
electron energy are also discussed.
preparing gold atoms
imaging.

o~

The final chapter presents method of

a thin carbon film which may be suitable for atomic

The procedures of neutron activation analysis that have been

used for calibrating the gold atom density in the prepared specimen are
also discussed.

Finally, Appendix A is a slUlll11ary of the principles of

neutron activation analysis.

.
i
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Chapter II
ATOM CONTRAST

(A)

,

Introduction
In high resolution transmission electron microscopy, phase contrast

theory may be used to evaluate the image contrast expected in both bright
field and dark field modes of operation.

The calculated image intensity

profiles are generally dependent upon the choices of object potential,·
scattering formula and parameters describing the operation of the microscope.
In bright field, Eisenhandler and Siegel (1966) calculated the image contrast
of single atoms and of linear chains of atoms.

Their calculations used

only a real atomic scattering amplitude obtained from the 1st Born approximation, and values of spherical aberration coefficient that are unrealistic
for the presently available high resolution electron microscope.

Improve-

ments were made by Reimer (1969), and by Hall and Hines (1970) who used
a complex scattering amplitude, calculated from the WKB method and the
partial wave method respectively, to evaluate the bright field image intensity profiles of single atoms and atom clusters.

However, no estimate

of contrast between the single atoms and the substrate was considered.
Koike and Kamiya (1970) used a scattering formula due to Lenz to
calculate dark field image intensity profiles of a single gold atom.
These calculations assumed an ideal beam stop in the back focal plane,
but this could bear no experimental reality.

Calculations by Hashimoto

(1972) showed an unusually asymmetric image intensity profile for a single
thorium atom in the case of tilted illumination dark field imaging. This
result was pointed out by Hashimoto et al., (1973) to be excessive due to
the use of a rectangular aperture in their previous calculations.

All

..;
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of these dark field, single atom calculations were based on the 1st Born
approximation, and no consideration of substrate contrast was taken into
accOlmt.
Recently, Engel and co-workers (1974) have calculated image profiles
of a chain of osmilDTI atoms on a thin carbon film in six different dark
field and bright field modes of both fixed beam and scarming transmission
electron microscopy.

The carbon film was simulated by generating random

deviations from the mean positions of the carbon atoms in the object plane.
This random deviation was subject to the constraints of the density and the
thickness of the carbon film.

However, their calculations were done in a

one dimensional array, which may not be valid in the dark field cases.
The pUrpose of this chapter is to calculate single atom image intensities in bright field and different "conventional" (fixed-beam) dark
. field image modes with practical values of operational parameters of the
microscope.

In the dark field case a comparison is made between the ideal

beamstap, a realistic wire beam stop, tilted illlDTIination, and the
simple use of a displaced aperture.
band mode will also be discussed.

In bright field, the single side
The phase object approximation is used

to calculate the complex scattering amplitude, and an atom object is represented by recent atomic potentials computed for the Relativistic Hartree
Fock Slater atomic model (Carlson, et al., 1970).
~.

Contrast values be-

tween one mercury atom and a thin column of linearly aligned carbon atoms
are presented in terms

~f

image point intensities.

Moreover, the validity

of a linear summation of single atom image intensities and of total elastic
scattering cross sections of single atoms

is also discussed.
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(B)

Assumptions
The assumptions in the present calculations are:
(1)

the object is illuminated with perfectly coherent plane waves,

(2)

atoms are represented by spherically synnnetric potentials,

(3)

only the elastic scattering is considered,

(4)

the phase object approximation is valid,

(5)

the phase distortion in the imaging system is entirely due to
defocus and spherical aberration.

It is recognized that efforts must be made in future theoretical work to
relax the first three assumptions.
The abbrevations used in this chapter are listed below:
BF - bright field,

IBS - ideal beam stop,

TI - tilted illumination,
side band,

WBS - wire

DA - displaced aperture,

u - ideal central stop radius,

be~

stop,

SSB - single

w - wire stop radius,

v - radius of central opening for the single side band aperture,
Cs - spherical aberration coefficient, ~z - defocus, sf - aperture
radius, RHFS - Relativistic Hartree Fock Slater, HFS - Hartree
Fock Slater.
(C) Methods of calculation
All numerical computations were carried out on a CDC 7600 computer.
The outline of the calculations is indicated in Fig. 2.1.

The major steps

include the calculation of the projected object potential, the scattering
amplitude,the total elastic scattering cross section, the output spectnun, the image wave amplitude, and the image intens i ty .

Each mode of

"conventional" electron microscopy is characterized by its output

-9.

.

.

spectrum and image intensity formation as described below.
Projected object potential

(1)

~(p):

Spherically symmetric potentials of free atoms with atomic number
ranging from Z = 2 to Z = 126, based on Relativistic Hartr:ee Fock Slater
wave functions, can be calculated from the r-adially dependent parameters
tabulated by Carlson et al., (1970).

Thomas-Fermi atomic potentials

(Ibers and Hoerni, 1954) are also used to calculate the complex scattering
amplitude of a single atom, in order to compare with those calculated by
Ibers (1968) who used a partial wave scattering formulation.
jected object potential

~(p)

The pro-

on the plane innnediately after the object,

which iri the present calculations is either a single atom or a column of
axially aligned atoms, can be conveniently expressed as Eq. (2.1).
(2.1)
where p. is the munber of atoms with atomic potential V. (xo,yo,zO)'
(

.

J

. J

m is the number of different kinds of atoms, andp is the radial coordinate in the plane innnediately below the ,object (and normal to the 2
. .I.e.,
axIS,

(2)

.
/x2
p=
xo

+

Yo2) .

Scattering amplitude Fsp(t) and Fwp(t):
A complex scattering amplitude, Fsp(t), can be calculated from

the phase object approximation, also .known as the strong phase approximation or Moliere approximation (Moliere, 1947), as expressed in Eq. (2.2)
(Schiff, 1956):
oc

Fsp(t) = i27T/>..£ (1 - exp i7T~(p)/>" E) J O{27T P /t/)pdp

o

(2.2)
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To a less accurate degree of approximation, one can start with a
real scattering amplitude, F (~), which can b~ calculated from the weak
wp

phase approximation, also known as the 1st Born approximation, (Schiff,
1956):
Fwp(S)

= (Z.Z/),ZE)

1

Hp) Jo(Z,plsl)pdp,

"

(2.3)

The symbols used in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are defined as follows:

A

= the relativistic wavelength of the incident electron;

E

= the accelerating voltage;

151 =

Is xx
~ + s yy
~ I = ~A sin ~2 (for an angle ' e , of scattering), which
is the spatial frequency in the Fourier domain;

J

the zero order Bessel function.

O

=

The integrals in Eqs. (2.1-2.3) were approximated by successive
analytical integrations under the central portion of a cubic polynomial,
fitted to every four consecutive points of the integrand (Hildebrand, 1956).
The sampling distances were set equal to those tabulated by Carlson.
Convergence of integrations was confirmed by using finer sampling intervals;

in this case the corresponding atomic potentials were obtained

at the intermediate points by a third-order Lagrange interpolation of
the values tabulated by Carlson.
(3)

Total elastic scattering cross section a:
'.'

The total elastic scattering cross section, a, can be calculated
from the Optical Theorem as in Eq. (2.4):
a = 2Alm {Fsp(O)}.

(2.4)

This represents a rigorously correct value of the total cross section
when Eq. (2.2) is used to calculate Fsp (0), because the phase object

-11-

approximation represents an exact sUmmation of the infinite Born series
at small scattering angles (Schiff, 1956).
(4)

Phase distortion factor y(js/) and aperture f~ction A(s):
The phase factor in Eq. (2.5) is used to account for the phase

distortion due to

spheri~a1

aberration and defocus.

Astimagtism is asstnned

to be compensated and hence is ignored.
(2.S)

y(lsl)
where C is the spherical aberration coefficient and
s
of defocus at the object.

~z

is the amount

The aperture function defines the shape, size and position of the
objective aperture.

For the three separate cases of bright field (Fig. 2.2),

tilted i11tnnination (Fig. 2.4) and displaced aperture (Fig. 2.5) dark field
images, the aperture function can be defined according to Eq. (2.6):
-+

A(s) =

{1

o

Isl~ Sf

(2.6)

elsewhere

where Sf is the radius of the objective aperture.

The aperture function

can be defined for the ideal beam stop, dark field case as in Eq. (2.7)
and for wire beam stop dark field (Fig. 2.3) as in Eq. (2.8):
-+
{1 u< Isl~Sf
A(s) = 0
elsewhere

(2.7)

where u is the radius of central beam stop;
Isl>sf and
elsewhere

Is Isw
, Y

(2.8)

-12where w is the radius of the wire placed along the 5x axis of the obj ecti ve aperture (Fig. 2.3). The aperture function for single side band
bright field (Fig. 2.6) can be given as in Eq. (2.9):
A(t)

=

Itl~sf for s y< 0 and

{~

Itl~ v

(2.9)

elsewhere

where v is the radius of the central opening in the aperture.
The center of coordinates for both the phase.factorand the aperture
function is dependent upon the mode of operation and must be represented
correctly in the output spectnun.

The optimal atom-image patterns are

expected to.be obtained in different modes of operation when the Scherzer
criteria

(Eis~nhandler

and Siegel, 1966) in Eq. (2.10a,b) are satisfied.
(2.10a)
(2.10b)

(5)

~-+-

-+-

~

-+-

Output spectrum o(s, a, b, c):
The output spectnun is defined in the Fourier domain as a pro-+-

-+-

•

-+-

~

duct of the scattering amplitude Fsp (s - a), aperture functlon A(s - b),
and the phase distortion function exp iy(lt - cl), which have respective
center of coordinates
operation.

!, b, c, determined by the chosen mode of microscope

In bright field, single side band bright field, ideal beam

stop, and wire beam stop dark field modes, the centers of coordinates of
the scattering amplitude, aperture function and phase distortion function
-+-

are the same and can be set as a

= b = -+-c
~

O.

=

In the titled illumination,

dark field case, the center of coordinates of the scattering amplitude is
shifted along the

5x

axis with respect to those of the aperture function

and phase distortion function, i.e.,

! =

I

-+-al

sx
A

and ~-+b = c

=

O.

In the

j
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displaced aperture dark field mode, the center of coordinates of the
aperture ftmction is shifted along 5x with respect
. to those of the scattering amplitude and phase distortion ftmction,
~

a

i.e.,

h =1 hi

sx'

and

~

= c = o.

(6)

Image wave amplitude ~(~.):
1

The image wave amplitude is calculated by an inverse Fourier
transfonn of the output spectrum for the various modes of operation.

In

bright field and ideal beam stop, dark field, the circular symmetry of the
output spectrum allows us to .ca1cu1ate the inverse Fourier transform as
a one dimensional Bessel transform, as represented in Eq. (2.11);

foo e'l It!)
CX"

ljJ(r)

=

i21TA

t

J O(21Tl l I~i!)

Itldltl.
(2.11)

In the bright field case the total image wave amplitude is given by
1

+ ~(~i)'

but in the dark field case the ftmction ~(~i) gives the com-

plete image wave amplitude.

In the wire beam stop, tilted il1t.unination,

and displaced aperture dark field and the single side band bright field
cases, the image wave amplitudes are evaluated by a two dimensional inverse
Fourier transform as in Eq. (2.12):

·i
00

1

~

A

where r 1· =x.x.

1 1

+

r

~ ~ ~ ~ exp i 21T(S
+ . ~
= 1_ CY(s,a,b,c)
r i ) 1ds~

~

~(r.)

A

y.y ..
1 1

The integration method as described above was

again used to evaluate the one dimensional integral
stance of O.lnm -1 for

(2.12)

00

I~l
s

~

wi~h

a sampling dis-

3.0 nm -1 ,and of 0.05 nm -1 f or

I~sl >

3.0. nm -1 .

Convergence of integration was confirmed by using finer sampling intervals.

-14In the case of the two dimensional integrations, a fast Fourier transform
algori thm (Singleton, 1969) was· used for a 243 x 243 square array, with a
sampling interval of 0 .13 run-I.
(7)

Image intensity I(~.):
1

The image intensity is the product of the total image wave amplitude
and its complex conjugate.

The bright field and the dark field

image intensities are thus given by Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) respectively:

=1

-+

-+

+ ~(r.) + ~*(r.) +
1

-+

-+

~(r.) ~*(r.)

111

(2.13)

(2.14)
It must be remembered that the wave amplitude, and therefore the image
intensity, depends upon ~(p), E, A, C ' ~Z, u, w, v, Sf' ~, b, t, according
s
to the various modes of operation. The present calculations were carried
out for single atoms and for columns of atoms of Hg and C, assuming the
practical values of E = 100 kV, A = 3.7 X lO- 3run, C = 1.4 nun; the other
.
s
parameters are taken as variables. The image intensities are presented
by a two dimensional liZ-modulation display" (Grano, 1973) and by profiles
along orthogonal orientations.

Since each display is chosen to be scaled

independently, the relative intensities cannot show the actual differences
in absolute image intensity for the different modes.

Information about,

the absolute intensity for the different situations is contained in the
line drawings of the intensity profiles through the center of the atom.

.r
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(D)

Results and Discussion
(1)

Scattering amplitude and total elastic scattering cross-section:

In theory, the phase object approximation [Eq.(2.2)1

is superior

to the 1st Born approximation, [Eq.(2.3)J because the fonner provides the
phase of the scattering amplitude as required by theunitarity principle of
quanttun mechanics. Table ILl shows that the 1st Born approximation gives a
higher magnitude than does the phase object approximation for the scattering
amplitude in the forward direction for a single Hg atom, but there is no
difference in magnitude for a single C atom.
Zeitler and Olsen (1967) have previously pointed out that the phase
object approximation (Moliere approximation) is physically equivalent to
the partial wave theory when the WKB approximation is used to calculate
the phase shifts, but that the calculations for the phase object approxi.:.
mation are much easier to carry out.

Table II.2 gives further confirmation

of this by comparing the complex forward scattering amplitudes calculated
from the phase object approximation to the values tabulated by Ibers (1968)
from the partial wave theory.
Due to the simplicity of the phase object approximation, the complex scattering amplitudes for single atoms are easily obtained for use
in image wave

amp~i tude

calculations.

Table IL 3 lists the magnitudes
,

and phases for Hg and,C up toa spatial frequency of 12 nm
,,",

-1

.

Like the scattering amplitude, the calculated total elastic scatering cross section of a single atom is dependent upon the atomic potential, the accelerating voltage of incident electrons, and the scattering
formula.

Table 1I.4 shows that the elastic scattering cross section cal-

culated here from the phase object approximation and Relativistic

-16T~ble

11.1: Forward scattering amplitude for the phase object
approximation and the 1st Born approximation at 100 kV
with RHFS atomic potentials for Hg(Z=80) and C(Z=6).
.

Phase object
approximation

1st Born
approximation

Hg

1.009

1.104

C

0.266

0.266

Hg

0.237

C

0.032

Magnitude
(nm)

phase
(rad)

-

-

Table 11.2: Magnitudes and phases offorward scattering amplitude for
the phase object approximation and the Ibers approximation
at E = 40 kV, with Thomas-Fermi atomic potentials for Hg and C.
Phase object
approximation

Ibers
approximation *

Hg

1.587

1.64

C

0.742

0.79

Magnitude
(nm)

.,

Hg

0.266

0.27

C

0.029

0.03

phase
(rad)

*Values

obtained from Ibers (1968)

(.

Table II. 3:

Spatial
frequency
(nm- i )
Magnitude
(nml

o

0.5

1.

1.5

....

"'.

w

2.0

2.5

Magnitudes and phases of scattering amplitudes for Hg and C in the
phase object approximation of iOO kV. with RHFS potentials.

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5

7.07.5

8.0

8.5

9.0

9.5

10.

10.5

I\.O

!l.5

12.0

Hg

1.0090.9990.9740.9340.8850.8300.7740.7190.6660.616 0.570 0.527 0.488 0.453 0.421 0.391 0.365 0.340 0.318 0.298 0.279 0.263 0.247 0.233 0.219

C

0.2660.2630.2540.2410.2250.2070.18'80.1700.153 0.137 0.123 0.1100.0990.0890.0800.072 0.065 0.059 0.053 0.049 0.045 0.0410.0380.0350.032

I

I-"
'-I
I

Phase
(rad)

Hg 0:2370.2390.2450.2550.2670.2830.3000.3200.342 0.364 0.388 0.413 0.439 0.466 0.492 0.520 0.548 0.577 0.606 0.635 0.664 0.6930.722 0.7510.781
C

0.0320.0320.0330.0350.0370.0390.0430.0460.050 0.054 0.0580.0630.0680.0730.0780.0830.0880.0930.099 0.104 0.109 0.114 0.119 0.124 0.129
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Hartree Fock Slater atomic potentials [Eq.(2.4)] is smaller than that presented by Langrnore, Wall and Isaacson (1973) by almost a factor of 2 for
Hg but by only.a factor of 1.2 for C.

These differences are probably due

to their use of the lstBorn approximation, which gives a higher value of
scattering amplitude for high Z atoms, as evidenced in Table 11.1.

It

was also pointed out by Langrnore et al. (1973) that an improvement of the
scattering cross section based on the 1st Born approximation might be made
by multiplying a correction factor, (1-0.23 Z/137(3) with f3 as the ratio of
velocity of the electron to that of light.

Table 11.4 shows that there is

still a 30% difference in Hg scattering cross section between the phase
object approximation and the modified 1st Born approximation.

These dif-

ferences are possibly due to the approximate nature of the correction
factor and the different atomic model.
As

expressed in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4), the elastic scattering cross

section is dependent upon the electron wavelength.

Figures 2.7a and b

show the decline of the scattering cross sections as the electron energies
are increased for both Hg and C.

This means that the atoms have less

chance to scatter the more energetic electrons.

A further point of inter-

est is that the ratio of the scattering cross sectionS between Hg and C
shows an increase at higher electron energies (Fig. 2.8).

However, the

difference is only a factor of 1.7 for electron energies between 30 keV
and 1 MeV.
(2)

Bright field (BF) and ideal beam stop (IBS) dark field:
Due to the circular synnnetry of the output spectrum in both cases,

the image intensities must also be circularly synnnetric.

The IBS image

intensities are far less sensitive to defocus variation in a range of

-19Table 11.4: Total elastic scattering cross section(o)at E = 100 kV with
different atomic potentials and scattering approximations.
Atomic potentials

scattering
approximations

o(nm) 2
C

Hg

RHFS

phase object

6.4

x

10- 5

1.7

x

10 -3

HFS *

1st Born

7.8

x

10- 5

3.1

x

10- 3

**modified

7.7

x

10- 5

2.3

x

10- 3

HFS

Ie

1st Born

Ie

Values obtained from Langmore, Wall, Isaacson (1973).

** Correction

factor (1 - 0.23 Z/137B).

-20more than 80 nm (Figs. 2.9b, 2.11) in comparison to the BF image intensities, which actually undergo a reversal of contrast in a range of 80 nm
defocus change (Figs. 2.9a, 2.10).

The full width at half maximwn is de-

pendent upon defocus and aperture size.

Figures 2.9a,b show that the

smallest image width occurs at a defocus of about 80 nm, which is within
the range defined by Eq. (2.10a);and Table II.S shows that the smallest
image width occurs for an aperture radius sf = 3.0 nm- 1 , which is close
to the Scherzer criterion defined by Eq. (2.10b).

At optimal defocus and

aperture size, the image width for BF is about 0.27 nm (Fig. 2.9a), and
that for IBS is about 0.17 nm (Fig. 2.9b). The narrowness of the image
width in dark field in comparison with bright field was also found in the
single atom image profiles calculated in the on-axis scanning transmission
mode (Thomson, 1973).

The present results of IBS agree qualitatively with

those of Koike and Kamiya (1970), though the atom potential and the scattering fornrula are different.

This shows that the qualitative features

of an atom image pattern are quite independent of the choice of atomic
scattering amplitude of a spherically symmetric object.
A plausible explanation of the differences in atom image patterns
between BF and IBS may be that in BF, the image is predominantly determined by

{~(r.)}+ ~*(r.)}
1

1

as in Eq. (2.13), whereas in IBS, the image

is determined by ~(r.)
~*(r.) as in Eq. (2.14).
1
1

i-

The difference in

image width is easily understood on the basis of the sharpening that
occurs when a bell-shaped function is squared, but the relative sensitivity
to defocus is not so easy to explain.
(3)

Wire beam stop (WBS) dark field:
Since the output spectrwn is centro-symmetric, the atom image

-21Table 11.5: Full width at half maximum (nrn) of Hy image intensities for
bright field, ideal beam stop (u = O.3nrn- ) and wire beam
stop modes (w = O.3nrn- 1) as a function of aperture radius
(sf)' with ~z = 82nrn.
-1
sf(nrn )

t

image
width
(run)

1.7

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

BF

0.44

' 0.39

0.27

0.28

0.29

1BS

0.31

0.25

0.18

0.18

0.19

WBS

0.31

0.23

0.18

0.19

0.20

-22intensity also preserves the same symmetry, as shown in Fig. 2.12.

It is

seen that as the wire radius is increased from (a) O.Swm, to (b)6wm, and
then up to (c)llwm(for the objective focal length of 1.6 rrnn), the Hg atom
image intensity would become less localized, and would also deviate further
from circular symmetry. For a very thin wire of radius 1. Swm, which is
still experimentally available, the image intensities are very similar to
those of IBS (Fig. 2.11).Hg image profiles along orthogonal directions
are shown in Figs. 2.13a,b, where it can be seen that the image width is
slightly broader along the direction of the wire,and also that the image
intensity is again quite insensitive to defocus variation in a range of
SO nm.

Table II. 5 shows that the smallest image width can again be found,

with the optimal aperture radius, as defined in Eq. (2.10b).

For optimal

conditions, the average image width is about O.IS nm, which is very close
to that of IBS.
(4)

Tilted illumination (TI) dark field:
The atom image intensity is symmetric with respect to an axis

parallel to the direction of tilting, as shown in Fig. 2.14.

The varia-

tion of tilting angle is represented by different vector positions of the
center of coordinates of the scattering amplitude.
3.4 nm

-1

to 8.2 nm

-1

Variation of I~I from

-

(these correspond to the tilting angles between

1.3X10- 2 and 3.1x10- 2 radians for a 35 wm diameter aperture, focal length

of 1.6 rrnn, and E = 100 kV) does not seem to have a significant effect on
the image pattern (Fig. 2.14a-d), except for the fact that the intensity
is - 4 times higher for the. smaller tilting angle.

The criteria ex-

pressed in Eqs. (2.10a,b) are again found to be the optimal conditions to
give an atom image with the smallest image width and the highest peak

-23intensity~

The Hg intensity profiles in Fig. 2.1Sa and b once more show

the insensitivity to defocus variations in a range of 80 nm,and an image

.

.

width of 'about 0.17 nm for the optimal conditions.
(5)

Displaced aperture (llA) dark field:
The atom image intensity is now symmetric with respect to an axis

parallel to the direction of aperture displacement.

By varying the de-

focus and aperture size, there is no improvement of the broad distribution
of the image intensity along the direction of the aperture displacement
(Fig. 2.16a,b).

The broadening may be due to the asymmetric contributions

of the scattering amplitude and the phase distortion function included
in the aperture, and also due to the rapid oscillations of the phase distortion function at high spatial frequency.
(6)

Single side band (SSB) bright field:
The atom image intensity has one axis of symmetry (Fig. 2.17).

The position of the minimum for the Hg image intensity is generally not
located at the center of the atom image, and it is quite sensitive to the,
defocus variation (Fig. 2.17).

An image contrast reversal takes place

within a defocus range of 60 nm (Fig. 2.17a,c).

At the defocus value of

about 20 nm from the Scherzer value, the image intensity begins to be
distributed less locally.
(7)

Contrast between Hg atom and C substrate:
Contrast can be defined as the difference between the intensity

for the specimen plus substrate and the intensity for the substrate,
divided by the average of the two.

The effect that the carbon substrate

has on the image contrast is taken into account, in a first degree of
approximation, by assuming that the carbon atoms are linearly aligned,
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parallel to the optical axis.

This substrate approximation does not

realistically represent either the situation that the carbon substrate
is amorphous or that it is crystalline.

Nevertheless this approximation

is convenient in a first effort to explore the type of effects that could
conceivably be associated with a carbon support film.

In a model of one

Hg atom and a column of

n carbon atoms, the contrast (C l ) in the dark
field images has been approximated by Eq.(2.l5):
(2.15)

This approximate measure of the contrast in different modes of dark field,
for optimal defocus and aperture size, is given in Table 11.6.

These data

demonstrate that
(1)

the contrast of WBS is very close to that of IBS provided
that the wire diameter is sufficiently small,

(2)

the contrast of TI is the best of the four modes, and

(3)

it seems that contrast remains excellent even when the substrate has a thickness of 40 carbon atoms in all modes of
dark field imaging.

The approximation to the contrast, which is defined in Eq. (2.15), is
based on the assumption that the total image intensity of a column of
atoms is the sum of the image intensity for single atoms.

This approx-

imation cannot be expected to hold when the object potential is large
enough to cause multiple scattering processes to be important, or when
other interparticle interference effects are important.

Hence, a more

accurate approach is to define a contrast, C2 , as in Eq. (2.16):

'y
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Table 11.6: Approximate measure of dark field contrast (C l ) between
-1
1 Hg and n carbon atoms. E = 100 kV, Cs = 1.4 mm, sf ~ 3nm ,
. -1 , 1+1
~
I1Z = 82nm, U = w = 0.3nm
a = 4nm-1 (TI) , 101=
3.4nm -1. (DA)
for the different modes of dark field.

~erOf
Carbon

1

3

7

10

20

40

Atoms
mode

'<

(n)

IBS

1.77

1.44

1.04

0.87

0.55

0.32

WBS

1.77

1-.44

1.05

0.87

0.56

0.32

TI

1.81

1.53

1.16

0.98

0.65

0.38

DA

1.77

1.44

1.05

0.87-

0.56

0.32
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(2.16)
Here I Hg + nC is the image intensity calculated from the projected object potential with 1 Hg and n carbon atoms by setting the parameters in
Eq. (2.1) as m = 2, PI = 1, P2 = n, V1 (x O,yo,zO) for Hg atomic potential
and V2 (x O,yo,zO) for carbon atomic potential; and InC is the image intensity calculated from the projected object potential of n carbon atoms
with the parameters in Eq. (2.1)as m= 1, PI = n, and VI (xo,yo,zO) for
carbon atomic potential.

The magnitudes of the forward scattering ampli-

-tude of an atom layer are shown in Table II. 7.

It is clear that they are

not integral multiples of that for a single atom.

This is because the

scattering amplitude is not linearly proportional to the projected obJect
potential in the-phase object approximation.

Moreover, due to the re1a-

tionship between the total elastic scattering cross section and the forward scattering amplitude (the Optical Theorem), the total elastic scattering cross section of the atom column is also not linearly related to
that of a single atom, as is shown in Table 11.7.
The image intensity profiles for BF and IBS are calculated with
various n.

It is found that the image width of an atom column is very

close to that of the single atom when the microscope parameters are the
same.

It must be recognized that the increasing range of defocus for

columns of increasing thickness cannot be taken into account with the
phase object approximation, and this must introduce some error in the
results.

Contrast calculated for BF and IBS according to Eq.(2.16) is

given in Table 11.8 for different n.

The results show that
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Table 11.7: Magnitudes of forward scattering amplitudes IF sp (0) I and
total elastic scattering cross sections (0) for a column of n
carbon atoms at E = 100 kV.
n

1

3

7

IFsp (0) I (run)

0.26

0.79

1. 78

6.40x
10- 5

5.59x
10- 4

2.80x
10- 3

10

16

20

40

2.44

3.58

4.21

6.53

1. 37x

2.81x
10- 2 .

lr

o (run) 2

5.10x
1.02x
10- 3
10- 2

10- 2

Table II.8: Contrast (C ) between 1 Hg and n carbon atoms in bright
Z
field and in ideal beam stop modes. E = 100 kV, l:J.Z = 82run,
-1
-1
sf = 3run ,and u = 0.3run .
10

20

0.11

0.09

0.04

0.02

0.67

0.44

0.17

0.10

n

1

3

7

BF

0.15

0.14

IBS

1.83

1.29.

40
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(1)
(2)

except when n = 1, C is smaller than C ,
1
2
at high n,C 2 differs from C by an increasingly larger
1
factor; for example, there is a factor of 3 difference when
n = 20, and

(3)

the contrast of IES is 3 to 8 times higher than that of BF.
However, the values of contrast in Table 11.6 appear to be
quite valid when n is sufficiently small.

(E)

Conclusion
In order to compare atom images in various modes of "conventional"

transmission electron microscopy, it is important to consider the three
related parameters of full width at half maximum,maximum point intensity
in dark field or minimum point intensity in bright field, and contrast.
It has been shown that the image width under optimal conditions for bright
field .is about 0.1 nm greater than for the various dark field conditions
with the exception of the displaced aperture dark field mode.

Bright

field images are also found to be far more sensitive to defocus variation
than are dark field images.

In terms of contrast for the model of 1 Hg

and ncarbon atomS, the bright field image is far worse than any of the
dark field modes.
The image width for the dark field modes (except the displaced
aperture) is - 0.17-0.20 nm at optimal conditions, which are the same as
those given by Scherzer for the bright field image.· The contrast for
the tilted illumination, dark field case is slightly better than for the
other modes of dark field imaging.

However, the peak image intensity for

the wire beam stop dark field case is about 1.5 higher than that for the

,... 1
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case of tilted illumination.

Furthermore, image symmetry properties are

unique in each mode of dark field, as governed by the symmetry of their
',",

respective output spectrum.

It is found in the WBS that the image"in-

tensity distribution is quite sensitive to the wire thickness .

This

demonstrates the importance of choice of wire diameter as an experimental consideration.
The insensitivity with variation of tilting angles of the atom
image patterns in TI may be used as a justification for assuming perfect
coherence in the dark field calculations.

Experimentally, electrons are

emitted from different points of an electron gun, and the final image is
a superposition of all images contributed from each point of emission.
However, the similarity of image patterns produced from various points
of illumination suggests that there would be little distortion of the final
image due to the experimental requirement of a finite, extended source.
The scattering amplitude and the total elastic scattering cross
section are strongly dependent upon the projected potential and the
scattering formula.

A significant difference occurs between the phase

object approximation and the 1st Born approximation when the object is a
heavy atom or when the object potential is comparable tO,or greater than,
that of a single heavy atom.

In the simple model of I Hg and n carbon

atoms, it has been shown that it is important to use the proper scattering
formula in estimating contrast, even when n is quite small (i.e.,n = 7).
Since the scattering amplitude is not linearly propertional "to the projected object potential, the resultant image intensity (or total elastic
scattering cross section) of a column of atoms is not an integral multiple
of the image intensity (or total elastic scattering cross section) of a

I,
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single atom.

However, it is also recognized that the approximation, in

which the carbon atoms of the substrate are aligned in a single column,
would probably represent a

'~orst

case" with respect to the non-linear

behavior of the elastic scattering cross section and of the image intensity.

In order to estimate contrast corresponding to a more realistic,

experimental situation when single Hg atoms are supported by a thin
amorphous carbon film, the projected object potential for the substrate
must be determined experimentally.

•
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(F)

Figure c5Ptions for Chapter II

Fig. 2.1.

Block diagram of image intensity calculations.

Fig. 2.2 (a)

Schematic diagram for bright field microscopy.

designations are used: ( - - -

The following

-) for the optical axis,

(- - - - -) for the unscattered electrons, and ('-.- - - ) for the
scattered electrons.
(b)

One dimensional profile of scattering amplitude. IF sp (5)1

along any 151 in the aperture plane with the aperture radius sf'
Fig. 2.3 (a)

Schematic diagram for wire beam stop dark field microscopy.

The following designations are used: (- - - -) for the optical
axis, (- - - - -) for the unsca ttered electrons, and (

)

for the scattered electrons.
One dimensional profile of scattering amplitude IFsp (5)1
along Sy in the aperture plane with the aperture radius sf and
(b)

the wire radius w.
Fig. 2.4 (a)

Schematic diagram for tilted illumination dark field microscopy.

The following designations are used: (- - -

-) for the optical axis,

(- - - -) for the unscattered electrons, (----,--) for the scattered
electrons.
(b)

...

One dimensional profile of scattering amplitude IFsp(5) I

along ~x in the a~erture plane with the aperture diameter 2s f
and the extent of tilting lal .
Fig. 2.5 (a)

Schematic diagram for displaced aperture dark field microscopy.

The following designations are used: (- -_.- -) for the optical axis,
(- - - -) for the unscattered electrons, (----) for the scattered
. electrons.

•
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One dimensional profile of scattering amplitude IFsp (5) I
along Sx in the aperture plane with the aperture diameter 2s f and
(b)

the extent of aperture displacement

rt I .

Fig. 2.6 (a) Schematic diagram for single side band bright field microscopy.

The following designations are used: (- - -

-) for the

optical axis, (- - - - -) for the unscattered electrons, and
) for the scattered electrons.

(
(b)

One dimensional profile of scattering amplitude IFspes) I

"
along Sy
in the aperture plane with the aperture radius Sf and

the central opening radius v.
Fig. 2.7.

Elastic scattering cross section based on the phase object

approximation and the Optical Theorem at different accelerating voltage
of the incident electrons for (a) Hg atom and (b) C atom.
Fig. 2.8.

Ratio of elastic scattering cross section between Hg and C at

different accelerating voltage of the inc,identelectrons.
Hg image intensities at 100 kV, Cs = 1.4 mm, Sf = 3nm- 1 for
(a) BF (b) IBS with u = 0.3nm- 1 at indicated ~z. Image intensity

Fig. 2.9.

reversal occurs within 80nm defocus range for BF but not for IBS.
Fig. 2.10.

Z-modulation display of Hg image intensities for BF
at 100 kV, Cs = 1.4 mm, Sf = 3.0nm- 1 at indicated defocus.
Fig. 2.11. Z-modulation display of Hg image intensities for IBS at 100 kV,
1
Cs = 1.4 mm, Sf = 3.0 nm- 1 , u = 0.3 nm- at indicated defocus.
Fig. 2.12. Z-modulation display of Hg image intensities for WBS at 100
l
kV, Cs = 1.4mm, Sf = 3.0nm- , ~Z = 82nm, with different wire
radius (a) w = 0.13nm -1 , (b) w = 1.03nm-1 (c) w = 1.8Onm-1 .
The image pattern deteriorates as the wire thickness is increased.

,.,
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Fig. 2.l3.Hg image intensity profiles for WBS at 100 kV, C =1.4 mm,
s
l
l
sf = 3.0nm- , w = 0.3nm- with indicated defocus (a) along the direction of wire (b) nomal to the direction of wire.

..

The WBS

image intensities are insensitive to defocus variation .
Fig. 2.14.

Z-modulation display of Hg image intensities for TI at 100 kV,
.'

-1

Cs = 1.4mm, sf = 3.0nm , ~Z
angles (~) Ia I = 3. 4nm -1 (b)
-+-

(d) lal

=

8.2nm

-1

.

= 82nm,

with different tilting
lal = 4.0nm- l (c) la, = 6.lnm- l

The image pattern is not much affected by

different tilting angles.
Fig.2.lS.

Hgimage intensity profiles for TI at 100 kV, Cs = 1.4 rrun,
sf = 3.0nm- l , lal = 4.0nm- l with indicated defocus (a) along the

direction of tilting (b) normal to direction of tilting.

The

image intensities are insensitive to defocus variation.
Hg image intensity for DA at 100 kV, Cs = 1.4 mm, sf = 3.0nm- l ,
~Z = 82nm, Ibl = 3.4nm- l (a) along displacement direction (- - -),

Fig. 2.16.

and nomal to displacement direction (-------)
display.

(b) Z-modulation

The image width is very broad along the direction of dis-

placement of the aperture.
Fig. 2.17.

Z-modulation display of Hg image intensities for SSB at

100 kV,Cs = 1.4. mm, sf = 3.0 nm-l, v = 0.3nm~1 at indicated defocus. The SSB image intensity distributions are sensitive to defocus
variation.
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Chapter III
ATa.f DISPlACFMENI'

(A)

Introduction
In order to record an image of a heavy atom on a thin substrate,

the contrast (C), which has been described in Chapter II, has to be equal
to or greater than the statistical fluctuation of the electrons collected
in the image plane (N.)
by a physiological factor (K = 5) for the human
1
visual perception of structure (Rose, 1948), namely,
K

C>

(3.1)

~
1

In the case of the fixed beam dark field, one may assume that the
images are merely formed by the elastically scattered electrons that can
reach the detector plane.

With the asslUIIption of a 100% detecting effic-

iency, the number of electrons in the Pmage plane (Ni ) for the fixed
beam dark field can be related to the total number of the elastically
scattered electrons (N ) in the object plane by an elastically scattered
s
electron collection efficiency factor (f) such that
N.1

where f

==

(3.2)

f NS

depends upon the specimen composition and the mode of micro,,,,

scopic operation.
factor

f

Langmore and co-workers (1973) have tabulated the

for most elements in the periodic table for ·different types

of microscopic conditions.

For a Hg atom image in the tilted illumination

dark field at 100 keV, the value of f

is 0.12.

One can estimate from

Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) that the total number of scattered electrons in the
object plane (N ) needs to be at least 2X10 4 , if the contrast is only 0.1.
s
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The Success of imaging single atoms in an electron microscopy requires the non-mobility of the atoms during the period of recording.
There are two physical phenomena which may cause the atoms to move around
during the electron irradiation.

One is simply the thermal motion of the

atoms, but another is the knock-on scattering by the incident electrons. '
This chapter will discuss these two physical processes and the various
parameters that would affect the probability of atom movement .
. (B)
(1)

Thermal motion of atoms
Theory:
When the heavy single atoms are deposited on a thin carbon film

.

substrate used for microscopic studies, they are not stationary but are
executing small and rapid oscillations about their average pOSitions
(Langmore, et al., 1974).

Occasionally, as the single atoms acquire
f

.

sufficient kinetic energy due to thermal fluctuation, they may overcome
the energy barrier (Ea) and jump from one position to' another.

The

probability (Pf ) that an atom would possess a kinetic energy of Ea or
greater at a surrounding temperature T (OK) can be described by the
methods of statistical mechanics. (Kittel, 1958) with the result of
(3.3)
where k is the Boltzmann constant.

However, the total frequency (r) of

the heavy atom jump is a product of two factors:

the vibrational fre-

quency of the heavy atoms parallel to the substrate surface and the probability of the atom having enough kinetic energy to penetrate the energy
barrier (Girifalco, 1964).

Hence,
(3.4)
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The values of Vo and Ea depend primarily on the type of interaction
between the heavy atoms and the substrate surface. In most solids, Vo
is of the order of 10 13 vibrations per second, and Ea is at least 1/5 of
the binding energy

(~)

between the atoms and the substrate.
0,

The atom jump frequency expressed in Eq.(3.4) tells how often the
atoms leave their normal positions, but it has nothing to say about the
direction the atoms will take for any particular jt.nnp.

Assurning that the

carbon film substrate is represented by an isotropic potential function,
the direction of each jt.nnp would be arbitrary and independent of the
previous jump.

Hence one may estimate the mean square displacement dis-

tance (r2) after time (t) as a consequence of thermal fluctuation by the
random walk approach in statistical mechanics (Olander, 1974).

The result,

is
(3.5)
where xa is the average jt.nnp distance and is of the order of the interatomic spacing in the substrate. It can be determined by the substrate
density (d) and its atomic weight (G) as in Eq.(3.6),
x = (G/d N )1/3
a
av
is the Avogadro number.

(3.6)

whereN
av
(2) Results:

The atom jump frequency depends on the atomic vibration frequency

(v),
the energy barrier (E ), and the temperature of the environment (T).
o
a
Since no experiments have been reported in determining the first two
parameters in the case of heavy atoms on a carbon film substrate, one
must use approximate values in order to get a feel of the extent of this
process in an ideal situation.

The values which have been chosen for this
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13
.
purpose are vo = 10 /sec, and Ea = l/S -b
E (Olander, 1974).
Figure 3.1
'
shows the atom jump frequency as a function of the atom binding energies
at different temperatures.

It is apparent that the higher the binding

energy, the less frequently the atoms would jump.

The effect of variao
tions in binding energies is more prominent at high temperature (300 K)
.

.

0

as compared to that at low temperature (20 K).

For any fixed binding

energy, the jump frequency can be reduced by several orders of magnitude
provided that the temperature would be lowered from room temperature
(300 oK) to liquid nitrogen temperature (BOoK). It is also interesting
to note that a factor of 10 decrease in temperature must be equivalent
to a factor of 10 increase in binding energy.
The root mean square displacement of the atom is labeled on the
right hand side of Fig. 3.1. The density of the carbon film substrate is
set to be 3.0 grn/an 3 (Williams and Glaeser, 1972), and the time is set to
be 10 seconds for convenience.

In order to maintain the root mean square

displacement of the atom to less than 1 ~, the binding energy needs to
be about 4 eV at room temperature. However, at liquid helium temperature_
o
(20 K), the binding energy can be as weak as that 9f a van der Waal interaction (0.3 eV) and the displacement distance will still be negligible.
(C) . Knock on scattering
(1)

Theory:
When the object specimen is irradiated with electrons, the single

atoms may be displaced from their original positions.

This process is

known as knock on scattering and may be described by a simple scattering
model as an effective two-body Coulomb collisions between electrons and
atomic nuclei, which are assumed to be initially free and stationary.
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According to the principles of conservation of energy and momentum, the amount of energy transferred from the incoming electrons to
the atoms is dependent upon the electron scattering angle (8) as expressed
in Eq. (3.7)
2
U = Tm sin 8/2

(3.7)

where Tm is the largest amount of energy transferred in a head on collision
(i.e. 8

=

7T) as in Eq. (3.8)

Tm = 2 E (E
where E

+

2mc 2)/Mc 2

(3.8)

is the kinetic energy of the incident electrons, m is the

electron rest mass, M is the mass of the struck atom and c is the velocity
of light (Bohr, 1948).
Before removal from their original positions, the atoms would have
to receive enough energy (U) from the incident electrons in order to break
their binding with the substrate.

The smallest kinetic energy of the in-

cident electrons, for which Tm exceeds the binding energy (lb), is called
the threshold energy (E ) expressed in Eq. (3.9)
t

Et = - me 2

+

I
2 2
2
I(mc) + ~ ~MC

(3.9)

At energies E > Et' the electrons may effectively displace the
atoms whenever the scattering angle is greater than. 8m given by the
formula,
(3.10)
The total scattering cross section for atom displacement is the
integral of the differential scattering cross section over the scattering
angles from

8m to

7T. Mott (1932) was the first one to derive the
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analytical formula for the differential scattering cross section in the
form of a condi tionally convergent infinite series.

McKinley and

Feshbach (1948) approximated Mott's theoretical formula by expanding the
2

.

series in powers of a and 8 with a = 27rZe /hc, 8 =v/c, h being the
Planck constant,

v the velocity of electrons incident on an atomic

nucleus of charge Ze.

Applying the first approximation of KcKinley and

Feshbach, Seitz and Koehler (1956) derived a formula for the total displacement cross section
'IT (b)
ad = 4

21 Tm
~ -

(3.11)

1 -

and
Hence, the displacement cross section is primarily dependent on the incident electron energy and the binding energy of the atoms.
(2) Results:
The maximum energy transfer (Tm) is presented 'in Fig. 3.2 as a
function of the incident electron energy.

The maximum energy transfer

is inversely proportional to the atomic mass, and it has been normalized
for 100 amu .. However, the threshold energy for the atom displacement is
strongly dependent upon the atomic mass and the binding energy.

In the

case of a heavy atom (i.e., mercury), 40 keY incident electron energy
would be sufficient to displace the Hg atom which has 0.5 eV binding
energy (Fig. 3.3b).

If the Hg 1's covalently·bound to its substrate

(- 5 eV), an incident electron energy of 340 keY would be required for
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its removal (Fig. 3.3a).

However, 52 keY incident electron energy would

be able to remove a light atom such as carbon, even though it has a tight
covalent binding with its substrate (-10 eV). (Fig. 3.3b).

Therefore,

in imaging heavy single atoms, it would be advantageous if the heavy
atoms can be tightly bound to the substrate, or if one can use the
accelerating voltage which is below the threshold energy for the displacement of the atom under investigation.
When the energy of the incident electrons is above the threshold
for the atom displacement, the probability of 'such occurrence is determined by the binding energy of the atom and the incident electron energy.
Figure 3.4 presents the Hg displacement cross section as a function of
the incident electron energy for a range of possible binding energies.
Below,the threshold energy, the displacement cross section is zero.

For

weak binding energy (less than 0.75 eV), the displacement cross section
rises quite rapidly after the threshold energy, and will decrease at
increasing electron energies (Fig. 3.4).

Since electrons are more likely

to be scattered in the forward direction at the high energy domain, the
atom displacement, which results from scattering at rather large angles,
may decline with higher energy of electron irradiation.

However, at a

higher Hg binding energy (greater than 0.75 eV), the displacement cross
section rises quite slowly, and approaches an asymptote at high accelerating voltage of the incident electrons (Fig. 3.4).

In terms of mathe-

matics, the general shape of the curve in Fig. 3.4 is strongly ~nfluenced
by the high order terms 8 and 82 in Eq. (3.11) which are used to correct
for the unshielded Coulomb scattering.
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In order to obtain an image of single atoms, sufficient mnnbers of
electrons are needed to achieve the statistical definition of contrast that.
is required for visualIzation (Eq. 3.1)·. AsslnTling that the images are merely
formed by the elastically scattered electrons in a dark field microscope,
it will be important to estimate the probability of occurrence of atom
displacement during the period of electron irradiation needed to obtain
sufficient statistics for image recording.

Figures 3.5 a and b show the

ratio of the elastic scattering cross section to the displacement cross
section as a function of the electron accelerating voltage for different
binding energy of the Hg atom.

It is apparent that the ratio decreases

quite rapidly at energies below 1 MeV, and remains almost constant for
higher accelerating voltages.

A factor of 20 difference is found in the

ratio between the weak (0.25 eV) and the strong (-3 eV) binding energies
of the atoms. If 2xl0 4 scattered electrons are needed to form an atom
image, at 100keV in the fixed beam dark field as estimated at the beginning of this chapter, it is very probable that during the image recording,
an atom will be displaced once even with a covalent type of atom binding
energy (1 eV).
(D)

Conclusion
The heavy atoms may shift from their original positions as a con-

'

..

sequence of either thermal motion or knock on scattering.

However, these

-

processes may be preceded by one or more steps of radiation damage involving breakage of the chemical bond between the heavy atoms and the
substrate or the attached molecule.

In either case, the binding energy

of the heavy atoms plays an important role in minimizing the atom displacement probability. ,For example, the atom jlnTlp frequency at room
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temperature cari be reduced by 12 orders of magnitude when the binding
increases from van der Waal's interaction to covalent binding.

The same

enhancement of binding energy can reduce the displacement cross section
by a factor of 10, and can increase the threshold energy by a factor of
6.

The suggestionhas been made by Glaeser (1975) to prepare the single

heavy atoms embedded in two layers of ultra-thin carbon films (Williams
and Glaeser, 1972) with the hope that the binding force of the heavy
atoms will be enhanced.
usefulness.

However, experiments are needed to justify its

Due to the decrease in the ratio of cross sections between

elastic and knock on scattering at higher accelerating voltage, the knock
on scattering will be a worse problem at higher electron energy.

There-

fore, one may need to use electrons with energy below the threshold for
displacement of the atoms under study. In addition, a low temperature
specimen stage (20 oK) will also be helpful in minimizing the thermal
motion of the atoms.
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(E)

Figure ca-e.:st.ons _for Chapter II I

Fig. 3.1.

Binding energy dependence of atom j lIDIp frequency and of root

mean square displacement in 10 seconds at Indicated temperatures.
Fig. 3.2.

Maximum energy transfer (T ) for 100 a.m.u. for different
m

energies of the incident electrons (E).
Fig. 3.3.

Atom binding energy dependence of the threshold energy of the

incident electrons for atom displacement of (a) Hg and (b) Hg and C.
Fig. 3.4.

Electron accelerating voltage dependence for Hg atom displace-

ment cross section at'the indicated atom binding energies.
Fig. 3.5

a~b.

Ratio of cross section between elastic scattering and

knock-on scattering at different accelerating voltage of the incident electrons for the indicated Hg atom binding energies .
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Chapter IV
Atom Specimen Preparation and Calibration
(A)

Introduction
The capability and reliability of imaging single heavy atoms in a

high resolution electron microscope can be confirmed only if a well-defined, single atom specimen is used for the observation.

Organo-metallic

compounds have been widely used as test specimens for atom imaging.

Ex-

amples are uranyl-1,2,4,S-benzenetetracarboxylate (Crewe et al., 1970a),
mercuric acetate and silver acetate (Wall, et al., 1974), thorium pyromellitate (Hashimoto, et al., 1973), triacetoxyrnercuryaurine
(Formanek, et aI., 1971),

di-tetramethylarnmoniumdi-~-iodotetraiodo

-

diplatinum (II) (Henkelman and Ottensmeyer, 1971), and 2,3,4,S-tetracetoxyrnercurithiophene (Ottensmeyer et al., 1973).

Some of the molecules

mentioned above have more than one heavy atom in each molecule, and the
distance between the heavy atoms has generally been assumed from the
known chemical bondings of atoms in molecules.

When the distance between

the bright spots on a micrograph was equivalent to the assumed distance,
these spots were said to be the heavy atoms in the molecule.

However,

these spots might be two or a cluster of heavy atoms, which might be
formed as a result of the specimen drying on the support film or of electron irradiation before the micrograph was taken.
The present chapter is intended to describe a new method of preparing single gold atoms on a thin carbon film suitable for atomic
imaging, and the procedures of calibrating the gold atom density by neutron activation analysis.

Gold is chosen partly because of its relatively

high atomic number, and partly because of its relative easiness In
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preparation by evaporation.

Neutron activation analysis is used to mea-

sure the gold atom density because of its high sensitivity and accuracy
in detecting trace amounts of gold element (see Appendix A).

Since the

error in activation analysis can be obtained below 10%, the measured gold
atom density would be used as acriterion in comparing with the atom
density obtained from the electron micrographs.

If the two measurements

are compatible within 20%, one would be quite confident of the images
being single atoms ..
(B)

Method of gold atom preparation:
In order to optimize the visibility of single atoms in an electron

microscope, it is desirable to have a very thin, low Z and heavy-atomfree substrate film to support the single heavy atoms.

A carbon film

prepared by the method of Williams and Glaeser (1972) seems to be quite
suitable for this purpose.

Because of the reasons mentioned in the above

section, gold element is chosen as the heavy atom.
The gold atom can be deposited onto the substrate by evaporation
in a vacuum evaporator.

By assuming that the gold wire is a point source

evaporating uniformly in all directions, one can estimate the gold density
1) on the substrate in a plane normal to the direction of the evaporating
source by an inverse square law distribution as in Eq. (4.1).
(D

D

1

WI
47fr2

= ----:::---

(4.1)

1

where WI is the amount of gold to be evaporated and r 1 is the distance
between the gold source and the substrate. It should be mentioned that
the above formula is not an accurate one, because the 47f assumption of
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spherical symmetry of radiated gold is not generally justified (Hall,
1953).
In order to avoid the clustering of gold atoms during the evaporating process and during the electron irradiation, an appropriate atom
. may be about 1 gold atom per 10 4 A.0 2 (~3xlO -10. gm/em 2). Such a
densIty
low density of gold atom on a substrate may be obtained by either using
a very small amount of gold (i. e., less than a microgram for r 1 = 20 em),
or by setting a large distance between the source and the substrate (i.e.,
more than 50 em for WI = 10

~g).

The present study proposes a method of obtaining a very small
amount of gold on the filament of the evaporating source.

First, evap-

orate about 4 mg of gold wire, which is placed in a tungsten basket in a
vacuum evaporator (Varian, VElO) at a distance r l = 20 em from a molydenum strip (Fig. 4.1). The strip (0.001 inches thick) is previously
cleaned by dipping into aqua regia for 1 minute,

and then is washed

thoroughly with distilled water.

The strip is covered with aluminum foil
except for a central area (A ~l em 2) on which the gold atoms will be
deposited.

The amount of gold on the strip is W2 where
(4.2)

Since the gold wire in a tungsten ba$ket may not be a good representation
of a point evaporating source, the value of Dl obtained from Eq.(4.l) is
only an approximate one.

After the first step of the gold evaporation,

the aluminum foil is removed from the molydenum strip, which in turn will
then be used as a secondary source for evaporation of gOld.

The gold

density on the substrate at a distance r 2 from the molydenum foil is
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approximately' equal to D2 as in Eq. (4.3).
W
2

(4.3)

.,,",

A factor of 2n

instead of 4n

is used in the above equation because the

gold on the molydenum strip can evaporate only in the direction below the
strip (see Fig. 4.2).
After the secondary gold source is prepared, both the ultra thin
carbon film and the low density of gold can be made in a standard evaporating apparatus (Varian Co. VElD) as shown in Fig. 4.2.

A screen made

of lucite is placed to divide the evaporating chamber into two sectIons.
This allows the immediate deposition of an ultra-thin carbon film right
after the gold deposition in the same vacuum condition, so that the
movement of gold atoms may be minimized (Glaeser, unpublished).

Several

pieces of freshly cleaved mica with about 1 in. 2 each (purchased from
Ladd Co.) are placed on the rotating plate.

On

the side of the chamber

intended for making carbon films, there is a stationary shutter about 5
mm above the rotating plate.

The dimension and shape of the slot are

made so that only 5 percent of the carbon evaporated on the surface of
the shutter would be received by the mica pieces rotating under the slot.
However, the portion of the mica at the outer edge would receive 25 percent of the carbon (Williams and Glaeser, 1972). When the vacuum reaches
4
10- torr, one can begin to deposit the ultra thin carbon film on the
mica rotating under the slot at a speed of about 250 rpm.

When the carbon

film is made, the rotating plate is stopped in a position so that the
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mica pieces are directly under the molydenum strip.

Gold is then de-

posited on the thin carbon film, which is supported by the mica.

In

order to minimize the gold atom movement (Chapter III), another ultra
thin carbon film is innnediately deposited
the first step.

ove~

the gold atoms, as in

The final sample is composed of two carbon

filmbe~

tween which the gold atoms are laid (abbreviated as C-Au-C sample).
For the electron microscopic studies, the C-Au-C matrix can be
floated off the mica by inserting it into a clean distilled water surface.

The floating film can then be picked up with a carbon-coated

holey formvar grid.

For the purpose of calibrating the gold atom

density by neutron activation analysis, a thicker carbon film will be
subsequently deposited on the C-Au-C matrix on mica in order to allow
easier handling after the sample irradiation, as described in Section D
of this chapter.
(C)

Method of· gold standard preparation for neutron activation analysis
The most common method of preparing the gold standard is to use

a solution of gold chloride dried on a pure substrate, which must have a
very small neutron capture cross section.

The solution of gold chloride

is prepared by dissolving a piece of gold wire (10 mg) in aqua regia
(1. 5 ml HN0

+ 4.5 ml HCL ), and by diluting with distilled water in a
3
250 ml volumetric flask. A 5x7 mm 2 graphite sheet of 0.003" thickness

(purchased from Van Maxey Sales and Service Co.) is chosen as the substrate.

An automatic micropipet (Eppendorf) is used to pipet 50 ~l of

the gold solution on the graphite sheet.

The graphite sheet can be

dipped into carbon tetrachloride solution to make its surface hydrophobic
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in order to hold the 50

~l

solution without spreading.

is dried under a desk lamp in the open air.

The gold solution

To minimize the loss of gold

during the, neutron bombardment and during the specimen handling,a thick
carbon film (300 ~) is deposited on the graphite sheets containing the

.,.,

dried gold chloride complex.
Several experimental results have shown random variations in the
radioactivities of several "identical" samples during the same neutron
irradiation run.

To overcome these variations, it is necessary to use
a high concentration of gold solution (lxlO- 5 gm/ml), and to calibrate
the gold graphite standard before it is used with an: unknown sample.
The gold graphite samples are calibrated with a known weight of gold
foil

(~

50

~g)

by neutron activation analysis.

The gold foils 'are

carefully weighed in a Cahn Ratio Electro-balance, which has been calibrated within 3% accuracy with weights checked by the National Bureau

,

of Standards.

The calibrated gold graphite samples can be reused along

with the unknown C-Au-C mica samples in the subsequent neutron activation analysis.
(D)

Procedures in neutron activation analysis
The outline of the procedures in neutron activation analysis is

..:

presented in Fig. 4.3. Since the goal is to detect a gold density of
3xlO-10 gm/cm2 , it may be necessary to irradiate the samples for a long
period of time, as well as to develop a method of removing the mica from
the C-Au-C matrix.

According to Eq. (A.4), it is estimated that 8 hours
of irradiation are required to obtain an activity of 1.5xlO- 9 Ci from
13
a sample of 25 mm2 area and a neutron flux of 3.5xl0 n/cm 2/sec. The
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relatively long period of irradiqtion imposes certain constraints on the
choice of materials for holding the samples during the neutron bombardment, and on the procedures of handling the samples after the irradiation.
The detailed considerations are described below:
(1)

Sample preparation and packaging:
In order to minimize the contamination on the sample, it is irn-

portant to clean the evaporating apparatus thoroughly with acetone before each experiment.

Moreover, it is necessary to use successive

washings of the electrode holders with nitric acid, soap, distilled water
and acetone before they are used for specimen preparation.

All the

forceps and other accessory equipment will also be cleaned with soap,
distilled water and acetone.
Several pieces of I in. 2 mica with C-Au-C matrix may be prepared
simultaneously by the method described in Section B of this chapter.
small area -5x7 rnrn 2 of the mica sample is cut off from the 1 in. 2
piece and is used as one sample.

A

,

Such a small piece of mica is used

because of the high dose rate from the components and the impurities of
the mica after S hours of irradiation.

Each C-Au-C .rnica sample is placed

in a quartz capsule (Srnrn outer diameter), and is separated from the next·
sample by a quartz ring (6 rnrn outer diameter and 3 rom height) as shown
in Fig. 4.4.

The Au- graphite sheet standard samples prepared by the

method described in Section C of this chapter are placed in a separate
quartz capsule, in the same way as the C-Au-Cmica samples.

A maxirntml

of eight samples can be fitted into one quartz capsule ?f total length
about 4 inches.

Each piece of thin gold foil (- 50

~g)

used ·for

lo·
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calibrating the Au-graphite samples is placed in a 6 nun quartz capsule
about 1 inch in length.

For the analysis of the impurities in the car-

bon rod, a previously weighed carbon rod is also put in a 6 nun quartz
capsule.
flame.

Both ends of the quartz capsules are s'ealed off by a hydrogen
Two 8 nun diameter quartz capsules can be put side by side in a

graphite container (made of reactor grade graphite).
,tainer is closed tightly with a screw cap.

The graphite con-

When doing the Au-graphite

" sample calibration with the Au foils, three Au foil samples are placed
in different vertical positions of the graphite container.
(2)

Irradiation:
All the ,samples are irradiated in the central thimble of the

Berkeley Research Reactor, which is operated at a power level of one
megawatt. The neutron flux is about 3.5x10 13 n/cm2/sec. The total time
of irradiation is one hour for the Au-graphite and Au foil samples, and
eight hours for the C-Au-C mica and the Au-graphite sheet samples.
During the 8 hour irradiation, the graphite container is rotated periodically in order to obtain a more uniform flux for the samples.
(3)

Post-irradiation sample treatment:
At the end of the irradiation, the samples are left in the nuclear

reactor for 15 hours in order to allow a decrease in radioactivity from
the quartz capsules and the impurities of the graphite container.

At the

end of the cooling period, the graphite container is opened by unscrewing
its cap with a turnable socket fitted into one end of the container,
whi~e

the other end is held firm by a stationary socket.

The quartz

capsule can be opened by inserting part of it in the central opening of
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an ah.unim.unfixture.

Then it is broken by applying an action 'of pulling

sidewise with.an aluminum cap on the quartz capsule.
Each of the Au-graphite samples is mounted on a counting card,
and each of the C-Au-C mica samples is placed in a 'small glass container
surrounded by thick aluminum shielding.

In order to detect the low activ-

ity of gold in the C-Au-C matrix, one has to remove the mica from the
matrix.

The C-Au-C matrix can be floated off from the mica on a clean

water surface, from which it can be picked up by a parafilm paper. Since
a piece of mica with an area of 35 irun 2 and a mass density of 5 mg/ an 2 has
a dose rate of 500 mR/hr from the beta and ganuna emissions detected at
a distance of 4";

the floating operation should be performed behind a

thick lead glass (1") in order to minimize the exposure to the experimenter.

Then the parafilm can be folded into a small piece which is

mounted on a counting card.

The degree of difficulty in separating the

mica and the C-Au-C matrix seems dependent on the thickness of the carbon film.
(4)

It

is easier if a thick carbon film (250.R) is used.

Gamma ray detection:
The gamma ray spectrum of the radioisotopes generated from the

neutron activation is measured with a 35 c.c Ge(Li) detector (Canberra
Inc.), and a 4000 channel pulse-height analyzer (Nuclear Data Inc.).
The energy resolution of the detector is 2.6keV at a full width of half
.
60
maximum using ganuna rays with energy 1. 33 MeV from a Co source, and its
efficiency is 5.5% of the standard NaI detector (3"x3").

For a full

spectrum analysis of the samples, 4000 channels are utilized, whereas,
198
only 255 channels are needed to analyze the photopeak from the Au
decay at 412 keV. The counting time depends on the activity of the sample

..
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and the position of the sample with respect to .the detector.

In general;

4 hours of counting time are needed to obtain a few thousand counts under the gold peak from the C-Au-C matrix, and only 1-2 minutes for the
Au-graphite samples.

Since the activity of the Au.:. graphi te samples is
°

several order of magnitude higher than the C-Au-C samples, the Au-graphite
samples are placed further away from the detector than the C-Au-C samples.
This geometry factor has been measured and been taken into account in the
ratio of Ek/£u in Eq. (A.8) for the quantitative analysis.
(5)

Data acquisition and computer analysis:
The m.unbers of counts in each channel of the analyzer are stored

in an electrical memory device of the analyzer.

At the end of the counting,

they can be punched on a paper tape in a binary code, or they can be
printed out ona polaroid film in an integer format.

The binary data

on the paper tape are converted by a converter (IBM 46) to an integer
format and thEm punched on cards.

The data cards are written in the

proper input format for SAMPO (Routti and Prussin, 1969; Routti, 1969),
which is a Fortran IV program for computer analysis of gannna-ray spectra.
The function of SAMPO is to determine in a gannna ray spectrum, the exact
channel locations and the areas of photopeaks, the energies and intensities
of the corresponding gannna rays, and the statistical and calibration uncertainties of these quantities.

The computer analysis is carried out in

the CDC 7600 at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
CE)

Results and discussion

(1)

Gold impurities in carbon rods:
In order to prepare a low density ( 3x10- 10 Wn/cm 2) of gold atoms

in the C-Au-C sample, one heeds to be concerned with the gold impurity
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content in the carbon rods which are used for the carbon film preparation,
and with the contamination during the preparative and handling processes.
The total amoUnt and the fractional composition of gold in the
carbon rods are listed in Table IV.1 for two experimental runs.

The

weights of gold are calculated from Eqs. (A.7) and (A.9) in Appendix A by
using the previously measured values for the neutron flux and the effIciency
factor (Nuh, 1975).

In two experimental runs, the amount of gold impurity

is in .the order of several parts per billion.

The difference in gold con-

tent in the two samples of the same experimental run indicates that the
gold contents vary in different pieces of carbon rod, which is manufactured
by the same company (Union Carbide).

The variation in gold content in the

two experimental runs may be due to the actual neutron flux difference
and the difference in gold impurity contents in the carbon rods.

Besides

the gold impurity found in the carbon rods, it has been found by a 4000
channel full spectrum analysis that other elements such as bromine, cobalt
and sodium are also present.

However, their amounts are estimated to be

less than 20 parts per billion in five different samples.
since the amount of carbon used to prepare the

C~Au-C

In any event,

is less than one

microgram in weight, the presence of these trace amounts of gold, bromine,
sodium and cobalt may not have any significant interference with the
identification of the deposited gold density in the sample.
The primary source of error in these estimates is the difference
between the actual neutron flux and the one previously measured.

How-

ever, the difference should be less than 30% (Cann, unpublished).

The

errors of the quantities in Table (IV.l) are estimated from the square
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Table IV.l Estimates' of total amotmt and fractional composition
of gold in carbon rods in two experimental rtIDS A and B. The % error ,is
due to the neutron flux variation, the cotmting and the data fitting.
Expt.no.

mass of carbon
rods (gm)

Au mass
(gm)

Au mass in
ppb

% error

Al

0.40

1.49xlO- 9

3.7

30~30

A2

0.39

1. 84xlO- 9

4.7

30.29

Bl

0.19

0.7

,30.32

B2

0.20

1.33xlO -10
3:64xlO- lO

1.8

30.32
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root of the sum of the square of errors from the neutron flux, the counting
and the data fitting.
In order to minimize the gold contamination during the preparative
and handling steps, all the equipment is cleaned as thoroughly as possible
by the procedures described in Section D.
(2)

Calibration of gold graphite with gold foil:
Due to the phenomenon of variation in the amount of gold in the gold

graphite samples, which are prepared in an identical way, each .of the gold
graphite samples -is calibrated before it is used as the standard with the
C-Au-C samples.

The gold foils can be measured quite accurately with the

Calm Ratio Electro-balance, to less than 3% error, in the range of several
tens of micrograms of the sample weight.

Table IV.2 presents the results

for both the gold foil and the gold graphite samples.

The total counts

are the areas under the photopeaks fitted with the computer program
SAMPO with the deviations contributed from the errors of

fitting.

cOUn~ing

and data

The decay time is the time between the end of the neutron irradi-

ation and the beginning of the counting measurement.
of all samples is one minute.

The counting time

Since the radioactivity of the gold foil

is almost a factor of 100 greater than that of the gold graphite, they
are counted at a different distance from the Ge(Li) detector.

This posi-

tional difference has been measured and been taken into account by the
ratio £k/£u defined in Eq. (A.8) of Appendix A.

The weights of gold in

the gold graphite samples are determined from Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9) of,·
Appendix A.

Comparisons are made between the gold foil and the gold

graphite samples, which are located approximately in the same vertical
positions in the. reactor during the irradiation.

The variation in the
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Table IV.2 Gold foil and gold graphite samples are irradiated ·for One
hour. The counting time is one minute for all samples. 1ne decay time
is indicated in the table. The ratio of efficiencyfactorE: /E:k=26.06±0.56
is obtained by measuririg a gold sample at two positions fromUth~ detector
where the Au-foil ?TId Au-graphite are 'cOlmted respectively ..,
'

*Weights

are measured with the Cahn Ratio Electrobalance
Counts in
photopeak

Decay time
t (hours)

Au mass

20.27

Au-foil 2

8.64±0.l1x10 4
7.24±0.10X10 4

20.23

-6*
45.6 ±1."4 XI0
40.1 ±1. 2 xlO- 6*

Au-foil 3

1.23±0.01x10 5

20.30

Au-graphite 1

3.37±0.06X10 4

Au-graphite 2

3.63±O.06x104
\
4
3.85±0.06x10
4.33±0.06x10 4

Sample
Au-foil 1

(gm)

61. 2 ±1.8 xlO- 6*
6.74±0.28X10- 7
,

19.00

'/

.

Au-graphite ,3
Au-g1;"aphite 4

,

19.08

.'..
-7
7.25±0.30x10
S.08±0.34X10- 7

19.12

8.i8±0.33x10- 7

19.03

-'.";,

,}
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gold aJllount in the gold graphite samples is less than 19%.

The primary

sources of errors in estimating the gold weights in the gold graphite
samples are the errors from counting and data fitting of both gold graphite
and gold foil samples (Pu and Pk ); the errors in the weighing of the gold
foils (Pw); and the errors in .measuring the efficiency factor ratio (P£).
By

assuming that each error is independent of each other, one may obtain

the square of the total error (P ) by adding the squares of each error
t
as in Eq. ( 4 . 4) .
(4.4)

the deviations of the quantities in Table IV.2 are obtained by multiplying
the quantities with the values of the fractional errors.
(3)

Gold density in C-Au-C samples:
The C-Au-C samples are irradiated together with the gold graphite

samples, which have been previously calibrated for their absolute content
of gold.

The results are given in Table IV.3.

The counting time is 2

minutes for the gold graphite samples, and 4 hours for the C-Au-C samples.
The distance from the sample and the detector is different between the
Standard and the lUlknown.

This is again taken into account by the effi-

ciency factor ratio which has been measured.

Thecornparison is made be-

tween the unknown and the standard, which are located approximately in
the same vertical positions in the reactor during the irradiation.
Equations (A.8) and (A.9) are used to calculate the gold weights for the
C-Au-Csamples.

The three samples of C-Au-C are obtained from three

different pieces of mica in the same preparative run.
to note that their variation is less than 8%.

It is interesting

This can be used to justify

the use of one mica piece sample for electron microscopic studies, and of

.
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Table IV.3. Gold graphite and C-Au-C mica samples are irradiated for 8
hours. The counting time is 2 minutes for the Au-graphite samples and 4
hours for the C-Au-C samples. The ratio of efficiency factor E: /E: =
1l.60±O.23is obtained by measuring a gold sample at two positioHs ~t
which the Au-graphite and the C-Au-C are counted respectively.
Sample

Counts in
pho tope ak

Decay time
t (hours)

Au-graphite 1

5.37±O.07x10 4

18.52

7.25±O.30x10- 7

Au-graphite 2

5.51±O.08x10 4

18.47

8.08±0.34x10- 7

Au-graphite 3

6'.50±0.08x10 4

18.37

8.18±0.33x10- 7

C-Au-C.1

4.00±O.07x10 3

24.33

3.97±0.20x10 -11

C-Au-C 2

3.88±O.05x10 3

28.62

4.17±0.21x10- 11

C-Au-C 3

3.61±0.07x10 3

33.33

3.88±0.19x10- 11

Table IV.4.

Density

(gm/cm2)

Au mass
(gm)

Gold density in C-Au-C samples.

Theoretical

C-Au-C 1

C-Au-C 2

C-Au-C 3

1.99x10- 10

1.13±O. OS

1.19±O.06

1.1l±0.05
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another piece for neutron activation analysis, while they are separated
less than 5 em in the same preparation.
2
of 0.35 em.

Each of the samples has an area

The gold density of each sample is listed in Table IV.4.

The approximate theoretical gold density based on the geometry consideration has been calculated according to Eqs. (4.1 - 4.3), with the values
being WI = 3 mg, r 1 = 23.5 ern, A = 1.1 em 2 , r 2 = 19.5 ern. The difference
between the experimental and the theoretical values is less than a factor
of 2.

The deviations of the quantities in Tables IV.3 and IV.4 are

analyzed according to Eq. (4.4) where the index u denotes the C-Au-C, k
denotes the Au-graphite and w denotes the gold weight in the Au-graphite
sample.
(F)

Conclusion
A method of preparing a low density ~3xlO-10 grn/em 2) of gold atoms

.in a carbon film matrix has been described.

A secondary gold source of

less than microgram amount is needed to deposit such a low density of atoms
on the carbon film in a standard evaporating apparatus.

Neutron activation

analysis is used to calibrate the gold density in the samples.

The

essential feature in making this technique able to detect such a low level
of gold is the ability to separate the C-Au-C sample from its supporting
material(i. e. mica) after the neutron irradiation.

The accuracy of this

technique primarily relies on the accuracy of the standard.

The gold

graphite standard has been calibrated against an accurately weighed gold
foil by neutron activation analysis, before it is used with the unknowns.
The present results have demonstrated the capability and accuracy of the
neutron activation method for calibration of the gold density in the
specimens whtch may be suitable for atom imaging in high resolution
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electron microscopy.

However, this technique does not have the assurance

of the gold atom being single rather than in clusters.

This essential

question can be answered only if the measurements of the gold density are
compared between the electron microscopic observation and the.neutron
activation analysis.
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(G)

Figur~

captions for

~hap~er

IV

Fig. 4.1.

Preparation of secondary gold source on a molydenum strip.

Fig. 4.2.

Experimental set-up within a vacuum evaporator for making

C-Au-C sample on mica.
Fig. 4.3.

Outline of the procedures in neutron activation analysis.

Fig. 4.4.

Sample packaging in a sealed quartz capsule.
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Fig. 4.1
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Sample preparation

Sample packaging

Irradiation

I Post-irradiation treatment J
Gamma ray detection

Data acquisition and
computer analysis

Figure 4.3
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ring

~Quartz capsule.
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Fig. 4.4
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Neutron Activation Analysis
(A)

Principle:
The basic principle of activation analysis is that a stable isotope,

when irradiated by neutrons, can undergo a nuclear transformation to produce a radioactive nuclide.

The particles that emanate from the decay of

the newly formed radionuclides can be determined by suitable radiation detection equipmeht, and a quantitative and qualitative inference can be made
of the elemental composition of the sample before irradiation.
There area variety of nuclear transformations possible as a consequence of the interaction of neutron with matter.

The ,most extensively

used process in activation analysis is the neutron-ganuna,type of reaction.
For instance,when thermal neutrons (-0.025 eV) are captured by the
natural and stable gold 197, gold 198 will be formed, and will decay to
Hg 198 by emitting beta and ganuna rays (Fig.A.l).

2.698 d

_A_u198 _ _---:-_ _ _ _ _ __
79"

0.962 MeV

y U.412 MeV

J

80Hg198_ _ _ _ _ _-'-_,..-------Fig. A.l Decay scheme of 7gAu198 .
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The radioactivity of 79Aul98 can be detennined by measuring the
gamma or beta, and the original amount of 79AUl97 can be infered.

The

quantitative expression will be presented in the following section.
(B)

Quantitative analysis:
Suppose that a sample of material is bombarded with neutrons so that

a radioisotope is produced at a steady rate Q;

This production rate is

proportional to the neutron flux (¢), the cross section for neutron capture
(0 ) and the number of atoms in the material (N), i.e.,
n

(A. I)

Since the radioisotope has a definite half life, it decays during the
irradiation at a rate- AM, where A is the decay constant and M is the
number of atoms of the radioisotope present.

Hence, the net rate of

change of M is
dM

(If

= Q - AM

(A.2)

or
d(Q -

Q-

M) _

(A.3)

M -- Adt.

By integration and setting M = 0 at t

=

0, one obtains the radioactivity

(AO) of the radioisotope at the end of the irradiation as in Eq. (A.4) ,

AM = Q(l - e - At·1)
(A.4)

where

t.

1

is the total time of irradiation.

When the bombardment is

tenninated, the radioisotope would decay in accordance with the law of
radioactivity decay.

After time (t) from the end of the irradiation, the
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remaining activity A(t) is
A(t) = Ao e

- At

(A.S)

In order to obtain sufficient counting statistics for the low
activity sample, the counting measurement may take a long time during
which the radioisotope would continue to decay.

To take into account the

decay during the measurement time (tc )' one needs to correct the activity
A(t) by multiplying a factor f which is
f

=1 - e

- Atc
(A.6)

A tc

In practice, one will measure the count rate C(t) of the gamma rays
emitted from the radioisotope at time(t)from the end of the irradiation.
The count rate is related to the activity by an efficiency factor (€),
which depends upon the geometry, the position of the sample with respect
to the detector, and the energy of the gamma rays.

Hence,

C(t) is ex-

pressed in Eq. (A.7).
Crt)

=

£~anN(l

- e - Ati) e - At( 1 -

A~:

Ate).

(A.7)

In detennining.N, one needs to know all the parameters in the above

•

The
capture cross section ( an ) and the decay constant (A) have
.
been detennined quite accurately for most elements in the periodic table
equation .

t

(Lederer, et al., 1967).
€

The quantities including C(t) , ti' t c ' t, and
can be detennined experimentally. However, the neutron flux (~) is a

variable that has to be detennined in each experiment, because it would
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fluctuate by 30% or more in different sets of experiments.

One

way to determine N accurately is to use the comparative method in which a
known amount of the element under investigation is irradiated concurrently
with the unknown sample.

The number of atoms in the unknown sample can be

calculated from the following equation:
(A.8)

where the indexk represents the known standard sample, and the index u
The weight of the element in grams (W)

represents the unknown sample.
can be obtained by:
W= N G P

a INav

(A.9)

where G is the atomic weight of the element, Nav is the Avogardo number,
and Pa is the fractional abundance of the isotope being activated.
(C)

Sensitivity and limitation:

In theory, neutron activation analysis can be used to detect many
elements at a level of less than 10- 12 gm. According to Eq. CA.7), the
capability of this technique relies on the neutron capture cross section
of the element, the half life of the activated isotope, the length of
irradiation, the neutron flux, and the counting efficiency of the detector.
In addition, contamination by interfering elements in the sample, the radioactivity

fr~m

the matrix material supporting the sample, and the back-

ground radiation often become the prominent factors limiting the sensitivi ty of this technique.

The primary sources of errors in this technique

arise from the counting statistics and the precision of the reference
sample.
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